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Figure 1. Multiplex indices accumulated frequency for 

Aragonez, Castelão, Touriga Nacional e Vinhão varieties 

under diferent water conditions: irrigated and non-irrigated. 
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When water becomes a limiting factor, depending on stress levels and phenological stage, it has significant effects on the phenolic compounds 

compromising the quality of grapes and wine.  

Environmental temperatures have increased in recent decades and water availability is becoming shorter in many wine production regions. An 

understanding of physiological responses and rapid monitoring of grape berries parameters are of utmost importance to choose the most appropriate 

viticulture practices and oenological techniques. 

The development of new portable optical sensors dedicated to the assessment of different parameters is of wide interest since they represent a 

useful tool to evaluate and monitor the impact of environmental factors on grape maturity and quality and also to better characterize grapevines 

cultivars and stress responses.  

The objective of the study was to compare the anthocyanin content on different cultivars under two water regimens: water stress and irrigated, using 

a fluorescence sensor (Multiplex®). The study was conducted in 2019 at Herdade do Esporão ampelographic field located in Reguengos de 

Monsaraz, Alentejo, Portugal. Samples and measurements were taken at maturation stage before harvest. 

The results indicate that the fluorescence sensor is a potential tool in distinguishing and comparing anthocyanin content between cultivars and 

different water status. 
 

Plant material and treatments: The experiment was conducted in 2019 
Reguengos de Monsaraz, (Alentejo, Portugal; Two irrigation treatments 
were applied: irrigated (I) and non-irrigated (NI). Samples of Vitis 
vinifera L., Vinhão, Touriga Nacional, Aragonez and Castelão varieties, 
were collected and taken to a laboratory for fluorescence indoors 
measurements.  
Fluorimetric sensor: Optical measurements were performed by 
Multiplex 3.6 (Mx, Force-A, Orsay France) fluorimetric sensor in 
laboratory on the samples. The sensor was operated at 10 cm distance 
from the bunch using a 5x103 cm2 sensor window. 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed to better 

understand the relations between the fluorescence ratios provided by 

the Multiplex, and the grapes and treatments considered.  

The results show that the Multiplex anthocyanin indices a common 

tendency to a slight increased values for the irrigated treatment. This 

can be explained by the fact that measurements had been taken at 

late maturity just before harvest and shifts in the ripening process 

due to acceleration of maturity caused by water stress wich leads 

berries  to reach the highest content and subsequent degradation in 

anthocyanin earlier than the irrigated berries. 
 

The exploratory results indicates that the fluorescence sensor 

discriminates grapes from different water status, which means that it 

represents a useful tool for acquiring information and assess the effects of 

vineyard management and environmental factors on grape maturity.  

To an accurate understanding of the potential of the fluorescence sensor 

and his ability to predict wine-quality parameters furthermore studies must 

be taken. This work presents a preliminary study on grape variety 

characterization of berry anthocyanin content with an optical sensor. The 

season effect, land characteristics and variety must be studied as well as 
the kinetics of anthocyanin accumulation and degradation.  
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